Abstract. -Periodic modulation of the potential barrier inside the reflecting surface of a semiconductor results in a synchronous modulation of the reflectance. This electroreflectance effect is strongest near the photon energies of interband-transition thresholds and has therefore been explored mainly in relation to band structure analysis. Since phase, magnitude, and spectral distribution of the reflectance response depend upon the value of the surface potential around which the ac electric field modulates the potential barrier, the effect can also be used for the determination of the surface parameters by strictly optical means. A number of recent applications of the method to surface studies in semiconductors is reviewed in this lecture.
1. Introduction. - The difference in electrostatic potential between the bulk and the interface is a fundamental parameter for the electronic processes in the surface of a semiconductor. In most investigations of these processes the height of this potential barrier is varied and the accompanying changes in the characteristics of the surface region are registered. If quantitative statements are to be made, it is essential to determine sign and magnitude of this barrier throughout its variation. However, most of the methods used for this determination do not respond directly to the height of the potential barrier but rely on the measurement of electric properties of the sample as a whole. For the determination of the surface potential from such measurements, knowledge of certain surface parameters must be assumed, such as the scattering of the carriers in the potential barrier in some methods or the distribution of the surface states in others. Since surface and bulk enter the measurement in parallel, a reference position must be reached in order to separate the two contributions. The required communication between the surface and the bulk brings up contact problems, particularly for materials with wide gaps or large mobility ratios, and for al1 materials a t low temperatures. In order to keep the surface-tobulk ratio at a reasonable value, thin-sample techniques are required which are sufficiently developed for only a few materials [l] .
The determination of the surface potential from electrical measurements on the whole filament is the common root of these difficulties. They are not encountered in a method which (a) responds directly to the potential distribution in the surface without resorting to electrical measurements ; and (b) probes a local surface region without involving the bulk underneath.
(*) Permanent address : Optical Sciences Center, the University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721, U. S. A. A method which fulfills both requirements has been provided by the discovery of the electroreflectance effect [2] . This effect is observed as intensity modulation of a light beam reflected from a semiconductor surface when the height of the potential barrier is modulated periodically. Phase, magnitude, and spectral distribution of this reflectance modulation depend in a characteristic manner upon the value of the surface potential around which the barrier height is modurated [3]. This functional relationship between the reflectance change and the surface potential makes electroreflectance eligible for the group of refereiice properties such as surface conductance, surface capacitance, and infrared absorption that can monitor the surface potential.
Processes involving the surface of a semiconductor are usually studied with the surface potential as the basic variable. Although it is essential to determine its sign and magnitude throughout its variation, we cannot measure it directly. We must rely on reference properties that are uniquely known functions of the surface potential. A direct functional relationship that is free from additional assumptions and unknown parameters makes a reference property particularly useful.
We will demonstrate in this paper that electroreflectance ranks high in this respect. The reflectance modulation is generated by changes in the electric field in the surface. In using a reference property responding to the electric field rather than the excess carrier density, we are free from the assumptions about mobility, scattering, or trapping of the added carriers necessary in standard methods.
This makes the prospect of a strictly optical technique in surface studies an attractive one, especially for « difficult » materials, extreme temperature conditions, high-vacuum work, etc. No electrical measure-ments need be performed and no contacts other than grounding the sample are necessary. The electric field in the surface region is probed locally by measuring the modulation impressed on the light beam reflected from a particular spot on the sample surface. The flatband condition takes the role of the reference point, replacing the conductance minimum, which is difficult to reach experimentally and is not always well defined. The reflected light beam samples the surface region from the side of the interface without reference to the underlying bulk. The communication between surface and bulk is of less importance. The thickness ratio between surface and bulk is irrelevant, so the need for a thin sample is eliminated.
These features of the electroreflectance technique enable surface studies to be expanded to materials or conditions for which existing methods encounter considerable difficulties.
In early papers the electroreflectance effect was referred to as « field effect of the reflectance » [4] .
This seemed appropriate, since the periodic modulation of the surface potential produces a synchronous, phase-correlated modulation of the reflectance similar to the manner in which such a modulation generates a response of the surface conductance in the classical field-effect experiment. The similarity is further emphasized by the experimental arrangement. The standard field-effect sandwich is equipped with a transparent field electrode through which monochromatic light is reflected from the etched semiconductor surface. Direction and strength of the potential barrier in the reflecting surface are adjusted by means of a dc bias at low temperatures. This permits the superimposed ac modulating field to operate around different values of surface potential, swinging the bands, and therefore the interna1 electric field, around different center positions. There are essentially three different methods of generating the reflectance modulation in the surface of a semiconductor. Two of them use the space-charge region next to the semiconductor-dielectric interface. We will discuss them in detail in this presentation and will refer to them as « field-effect method » and « electrolytic method » [5] . A third method, transverse electroreflectance, uses the electric field between two electrodes coplanar with he reflecting surface [6] . This method has so far been used in only a few studies on semiconductors of the high resistivity required for this technique. These materials tend to show pronounced surface effects. They have not been investigated in transverse electroreflectance, however, so that we will not discuss this method in the present context.
Both the field-effect method and the electrolytic method modulate the reflectance through variations of the electric field in the space-charge region. An ac voltage is applied to two electrodes, the semiconductor usually being the ground electrode in both methods. In the field-effect method, shown on the left-hand side of figure 1, the counter electrode is a semitransparent layer deposited ont0 a dielectric spacer in the familiar field-effect sandwich. In the electrolytic method, a platinum electrode serves as the other terminal of the modulating voltage. Its exact location in the electrolytic ce11 has no influence on the electroreflectance spectra. In both methods, the ac modulating voltage is usually superimposed on a dc bias, which sets the point of operation on the scale of various surface conditions. Although similar in the basic mechanism of modulation, the two methods differ in the manner the external modulation potential is distributed among the various parts of the system. Neglecting surface states we distinguish two such parts in the field-effect configuration : first, the potential drop cp, across the space-charge layer, which generates the reflectance modulation, and second, the potential drop across the dielectric. The capacity of the space-charge layer is much larger than the capacity of the dielectric, and accordingly, the potential drop across the dielectric is unreasonably large.
Less than 1 % of the external modulation voltage actually appears across the active region as modulation of the surface potential cp, . Modern thin-film techniques have reduced the large drop across the spacer [7] , but limited dielectric strenght still requires modulation voltages typically one order of magnitude larger than in the electrolytic technique, nevertheless resulting in smaller signals.
In the electrolytic method, the potential drop outside the space-charge layer is distributed between the Helmholtz layer directly at the interface and the Gouy layer extending further into the electrolyte. A large fraction of the external potential appears across the Helmholtz layer. Its small thickness of typically cm has the effect of a field electrode of extreme proximity, generating a large reflectance modulation by external voltages in the order of volts only. The very large electric field strength at the interfacetypically two orders of magnitude larger than in the dielectric of the field-effect sandwich -can produce electro-optical effects characteristic for the interface rather than the semiconductor electrode alone. For instance, a simultaneous electromodulation of the optical constants of electrolyte and sample cooperates in generating the electroreflectance spectrum of metals [8] .
The reflectance modulation in both methods is generated by the modulation of the surface potential rp, . Although the periodic change of the voltage across the terminals causes the modulation of the surface potential, the exact fraction of the potential drop appearing across the space-charge layer will generally be a complicated function of various parameters. We must know this functional relationship between the external voltage and the modulation of the surface potential resulting from it if the reflectance modulation is to be used as a reference property in monitoring the surface potential. Once this optical reference is calibrated against surface capacitance or surface conductance, however, we can proceed for a given material in surface investigations by strictly optical means, monitoring the electronic situation in the surface region by sign and magnitude of the reflectance modulation, and its response to changes in the surface-active external parameters.
II. Experimental methods in electroreflectance. -A. FIELD-EFFECT ELECTROREFLECTANCE. -In the fieldeffect method, the change in surface potential caused by the external voltage is conveniently determined by the familiar measurement of the surface conductance. Simultaneous measurement of the reflectance modulation gives a reproducible and systematic correlation upon which we can then base the optical determination of surface parameters.
The details were reported in previous papers [9] . The following list summarizes the main points.
1. It is a fundamental advantage of electroreflectance that the signal is generated by the electric field in the surface. It disappears and changes sign with the surface field. The sign of the surface potential can therefore be determined without a knowledge of transport properties in the surface. The method is as direct and free of assumptions as the determination of the contact potential, but of wider application. Figure 2 illustrates the way in which an inversion of the surface field at the flatband position inverts the sign of the reflectance modulation as given by the phase relation between external modulation and optical response. Let us assume that a variable dc bias, on which the ac modulation is superimposed, changes the surface from the inversion side through the flatband condition to the accumulation side. In this process the positive half-wave of the modulating field - Ev reduces the strength of the sur-face field in the inversion layer, but increases it on the accumulation side. Correspondingly the phase relation between modulating field and reflectance response, calibrated to the positive half-wave, inverts sign upon passage from one side to the other. If the modulation operates around flat bands, the reflectance response disappears. Its second-harmonic, however, goes through a maximum at precisely this flat-band condition, providing a convenient and distinct marker for the point at which the surface potential is modulated around zero value, and the surface field consequently changes sign twice during each cycle.
2. In electrical measurements, surface and bulk enter the result in parallel. Consequently, a reference position must be reached in order to separate the two contributions. In the standard field effect, this is the conductance minimum. However, it is seldom reached in materials with a wide energy gap and/or a large mobility ratio of the carriers. Low temperatures aggravate the problem, and a wide swing of surface potential is required to utilize the broad and shallow minimum of the conductance, if observed at all. The required communication between surface and bulk brings up contact problems that must be solved ; otherwise, inversion layers are simply insulated out. The method hinges on the experimental possibility of covering a range of surface potential large enough to include this minimum q~, _ ,~. This is by no means an easy task, and germanium and silicon seem to be the only materials in which the minimum can be reached by applying only electric fields. Most other materials require exposure to different gases. More often than not even this drastic treatment fails to produce the minimum, and no absolute values for the surface potential 9, can be obtained.
According to the theory of space-charge layers [IO] , the minimum of the conductance occurs at a value cp, , , , , _ of the surface potential given by where u, is the separation of midgap and Fermi level in the bulk, measured in e/kT, and ,un and ,uP are the mobilities of electrons and holes, respectively. This minimum occurs far from the flat-band condition for heavily doped materials or for semiconductors with large mobility ratios, such as the III .V and II.VI compounds. In these materials -to which the majority of the semiconductors belong -the characteristic of the surface conductance is very « asymmetric » with respect to the flat-band condition, and drastic surface treatments are required to cover a range of surface potential which includes the minimum.
But even for the « easy » materials such as germanium and silicon, the accuracy with which the minimum can be observed is insufficient at temperatures low enough to change the surface potential over longer periods of time. Figure 3 shows the surface conductance calculated for n-and p-type silicon of moderate specific resistance at a temperature of T = 200 OK [Il] . At this low temperature the depletion region between accumulation and inversion layers is so extensive that the conductance minimum is very shallow. The determination of the absolute value of the surface potential is correspondingly inaccurate under these conditions, and neither the surface conductance nor any other method involving the varying number of carriers in the space-charge region are of much value.
Shallow minima, as shown in figure 3, are also obtained for materials in which the mobility of one type of carrier is extremely small. In GaAs, for example, the contribution of the holes to the conductance of a p-type surface is so small that the corresponding branch of the surface conductance rises almost imperceptibly and the minimum is ill-defined [12] . A further cause for shallow minima is the contact between the bulk and the surface. It can be shown that germanium is actually the only material for which the measurement of the surface conductance is of value for the determination of the surface potential in an inversion layer [13] .
The field-induced reflectance change is not dependent upon the number of carriers in the surface nor upon their contribution to the conductance of the filament. It depends upon the bending of the bands in the surface and the related electric fields. If a variation of the dc bias moves the surface potential from negative to positive values or vice versa, the reflectance modulation also changes sign. If the surface potential is zero at the flat-band condition, the reflectance response also disappears and its second harmonics goes through a maximum.
This direct relation between sign and size of the reflectance modulation on the one hand and the surface potential on the other recommends the flatband condition as reference point, replacing the conductance minimum in this function. Located more centrally on the range of different surface conditions, This gain in accuracy in the determinatioil of the it can be more easily reached experimentally than the flat-band condition adds to the convenience with conductance minimum. This is of particular value in which this new reference point can be reached expecases such as those shown in figure 3, for materials rimentally because of its more central location on the with large mobility ratios, in cases of insufficient spectrum of different surface conditions. contact between the bulk and the surface, and in those in which a large density of surface states prevents a sufficient swing of the surface potential, as for silicon. In al1 these cases the asymmetric position of the conductance minimum and/or its shallowness make difficult or impossible the determination of absolute values of the surface potential. However, the flat-band condition, in its more central position, is experimentally reached with much less difficulty. In addition, it is marked more clearly by the optical technique and can be read out experimentally with suffcient accuracy even in cases where the conductance minimum is shallow. for a 100 ohm. cm p-type silicon sample, a case which is at 2000K almost identical to the calculation of figure 3. Proper choice of the chemical etch sets the quiescent surface potential of this sample close to the flat-band condition so that a dc bias of either + 600 V or -600 V could swing the surface potential into either direction by approximately 0.1 eV. Correspondingly, the reflectance response in the peak at 3.4 eV inverts sign. The accuracy with which this sign inversion can be determined is particularly impressive when compared with the extension of the shallow conductance minimum. The total range -600 V to f 600 V dc bias in figure 4 represents only ten units on the scale of figure 3. The location of the flat-band condition can be read out from the signinversion in figure 4 to approximately f 0.01 eV, only $ 0.5 units on the scale of figure 3.
3.
The reflected beam samples the field distribution in the surface down to its penetration depth in the localized area of incidence and from the front side of the surface. Thin-sample techniques required for methods dependent upon the surface-to-bulk ratio of thickness are therefore not necessary for the optical technique. Samples of large thickness and various shapes can be sampled by the light beam -a distinct advantage for materials in which thin-sample techniques are not sufficiently developed.
The incidence of the light beam on a localized area eliminates the necessity to mask « shunting » surfaces not under test. This in an advantage in work on surfaces cleaved under ultrahigh vacuum.
We illustrate this feature of localized sampling with the results of a study designed to determine the quiescent surface potential of germanium in the various crystalline orientations [14] . A cylindrical sample is oriented such that the principal directions of the crystal are successively sampled by the reflected beam upon rotation around the (1 10 changes drastically upon rotation, passing through distinct maxima in the (1 1 ])-direction. Xt can be concluded that the field modulation is strongest in this direction and corresponds to a quiescent potential of wide band swing. Next follows the (1 IO)-direction and then, one order of magnitude smaller than the (111)-response, the (100)-direction. This qualitative result agrees with observations by Boddy and Brattain on germanium [15] and on oxidized silicon spheres by Abowitz et al. [16] . In both studies the size of the quiescent potential also descent in the sequence (1 1 l), (1 IO), (100).
B. ELECTROREFLECTANCE AT A SEMICONDUCTOR-ELECTROLYTE~NTERFACE. -In the electrolytic version of electroreflectance [17] , shown in the right-hand half of figure 1, the external potential is distributed among the various parts of the system in a manner different from the field-effect configuration. The capacity of the « dielectric » outside the semiconductor, consisting of the Helmholtz layer and the Gouy layer, is larger than the capacity of the space-charge region and surface states. Accordingly, a large fraction of the external modulation appears across the active region as change of the surface potential. A thickness of IO-* cm of the Helmholtz layer simulates a field electrode extremely close to the interface and separated by a dielectric of immense strength. Modulation voltages in the order of 1 V suffice to induce large changes in the band bending.
Large signals generated by small voltages and the convenience of the experimental arrangement make the electrolytic version attractive. Numerous materials have been studied with this method in the last few years.
As in the case of the field-effect method, the distribution of the external modulation voltage among the various parts of the system must be determined through the measurement of a reference property that is a function of the surface potential. The surface conductance, so useful in the field-effect method, is difficult to measure in the presence of an electrolyte. The surface capacity is a more convenient reference property. It is of small use in field-effect sandwiches other than thin-film systems, since the space-charge capacity is large compared to the capacity across the dielectric. In electrolytic systems, however, the situation is different. The capacity of the Helmholtz layer is larger than that of the space-charge layer so that variation of the latter causes noticeable changes of the observed over-al1 capacity.
We will first consider the Helmholtz and Gouy layers to be ideal dielectrics (surface states are again neglected) and assume that a constant fraction of the electrode potential drops across the space-charge region. Scanning positive and negative values of the surface potential q, by properly adjusting the dc bias of the platinum electrode and measuring the differential capacity by means of a small superimposed ac voltage, the curve in the upper half of figure 6 is to be expected. A capacity minimum near the flat-band position is surrounded by larger values due to the accumulation of either holes or electrons in the surface. Integration of the differential capacity gives the electric field strength F, at the interface in a straightforward manner, plotted in the bottom half of figure 6. Both curves are calculated for 30 ohm. cm n-type germanium by Gobrecht et al. [18] . Observation of the theoretical « parabola » of figure 6 for certain regions of the electrode potential indicates a simple relationship between the external modulation and its fraction appearing as a modulation of the surface potential. If, on the other hand, the modulation of the electrode potential must be shared between the surface potential and the Helmholtz layer in a more complex manner, deviations from the characteristic of figure 6 are observed. Reflectance modulation will of course still be observed in «non-ideal » regions of electrode potential. It will be difficult, however, to relate the observed electroreflectance response in a quantitative manner to an electric field that is not a known function of the external modulation parameter. It follows that a search for the parabolic region of surface capacity is a prerequisite for quantitative interpretation and line-shape discussion of electroreflectance spectra. We must turn to electrochemistry for information on the conditions under which this region is adjusted and controlled. We expect to be instructed on the functional relationship between electrode potential and surface potential inside this region and the deviations outside. If these deviations caused by overpolarization are complex, and, in particular, if they prove irreversible or erratic, we must control the conditions carefully in order to stay inside the region of a simple relation between electrode and surface potential.
In careful investigations of the system germanium- figure 7 . Once this calibration is performed, the system can be studied using only the optical method. The distribution of the external potential between the surface potential inside, and the Helmholtz layer outside the germanium surface, for instance, is shown as a function of the electrode potential in figure 8 . Here, again, the inversion of the sign of the reflectance response serves as sensitive indicator for the direction of the surface field. In figure 9 is shown the electroreflectance response of a germanium-electrolyte interface at the fundamental absorption edge of germanium and for two values of the electrode potential to the right and to the left of the minimum of the interfacial capacitance [18] . The phase'of the response is opposite on the two sides of the parabola, as expected. The sign is in agreement with results of the field-effect method, which gives a negative response on n-type layers. Since positive bias in Gobrecht's measurement corresponds to hole accumulation and negative bias to electron accumulation in the surface, this agreement of the two methods is gratifying and reflects the reproducible Gobrecht's result confirms the value of electroreflectance as a reference property for the determination of the surface potential. If operated under the proper conditions, the electrolytic method can be used for the investigation of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface in essentially the same manner and offering the same advantages as the field-effect method for the semiconductor dielectric interface.
III. Applications of electroreflectance in surface
physics.
-So far we have demonstrated how, in a few preliminary and tentative studies, electroreflectance has been used for an investigation of the electronic situation inside the germanium-electrolyte interface. We will now turn to a number of other equally tentative studies in which electroreflectance served as a tool in surface physics. We will continue to demonstrate the potential of the method rather than concentrate on actual results, for which we refer to the original papers.
A. SURFACE FIELD STRENGTH AT THE GERMANIUM-AIR
INTERFACE. -It has previously been recognized that the line shape of electroreflectance spectra depends upon the value of the surface potential around which thesurface field is being modulated [19] . If this surface potential is being shifted over a sufficiently wide range, the three parts of the dispersive electro- reflectance response -red and blue satellite surrounding the center peak varied their size in a systematic manner. Aspnes and Frova [20] showed that this variation can be understood from the spatial variation of the surface field over the penetration depth of the reflected light. In a numerical example derived from their theoretical mechanism they predict line shapes for the reflectance modulation at the fundamental edge of near-intrinsic germanium that depend upon the ratio of light penetration to spatial extension of the surface field. The results are shown in figure 10 where the size of red and blue satellite as well as the center peak is plotted as a function of the surface field at the interface. The theoretical prediction was fully borne out in the experiment, as shown in figure 11 [21] . The variation of the line shapes can be clearly recognized, if the surface field is varied by changing either the dc bias or the ac swing in the field-effect sandwich made of 30 ohm.cm n-type germanium.
By determining the surface mobility simultaneously, Frova and Aspnes [22] improved on our measurements, and lifted the method to a level where the surface field can be read out from the line shape of a response. Figure 12 shows the three parts of the response as a function of the surface field, serving as calibration curve. By comparing the relative size of red, blue and center peak, the field strength at the interface can be approximately read out. Variations of this size distribution in response to some particular surface treatment can be interpreted in terms of the surface field. B. GAS ADSORPTION PROCESSES AT THE Z n 0 SURFACE.
-It has been shown that adsorption of oxygen or atomic hydrogen at cleaved Z n 0 surfaces drastically changes the space-charge layer inside these surfaces [23] . In a number of investigations, Hoffmann [24] Es ( showed that these variations change the static reflectance of Z n 0 at the fundamental absorption edne in a -manner that can be called (( static electroreflectance P. Figure 13 shows reflectance, absorption, and change in reflectance as generated by exposure to gas, al1 plotted as a function of photon energy of the reflected light. Note that the reflectance change correlated to a change in surface conductance as generated by the gas exposure after cleaving is greatest at the absorption edge. Figure 14 shows the calibration curve between reflectance change and surface conductivity, as assembled from a large number of experiments on both types of surfaces. Once this calibration curve is determined, we can proceed in a strictly optical manner. Figure 15 plots the reflectance change of Zn and O surfaces after repeated gas exposure and annealing processes. The sign of the change indicates the response of the surface potential to these treatments, indicating either a steepening or a flattening of the band bending, or no reaction at all. The localized probing of the method here is of particular value, since shunting surfaces unaffected after the cleavage in vacuum do not have to be considered.
The phenornena attributed to a dynamical equilibrium between adsorption and photodesorption of oxygen on Z n 0 surfaces are shown in figure 16 . As Above 2.5 eV, the probing light is able to convert the n-type surface into p-type, and the structure in both INTERNA' PHOTO'MISS1ON AT InSb SURFACES. -traces has the same sign. Using the low-energy part of Electroreflectance can be used to determine the charac-the spectrum as calibration for the condition, ter InSb surface layers ex~osed t0 irra-the threshold energy of this internai photoemission cari diation. On n-type surfaces, such irradiation induces a be determined, as shown in figure 18 . The rate of charge transfer frOm band intO t r a~~i n g thermal recovery of such photo-inverted surfaces cari in the oxide layer, and the surface converts to PmtYPe. be determined through simila* electroreflectance Figure 17 shows the electroreflectance spectrum of measurements. InSb for two surfaces on either side of the flat-band condition 1251. Up to approximately 2.5 eV, the struc-IV. Summary. -The electroreflectance effect, preture in both traces is inverted with respect to each viously restricted to the exploration of band structure, other, indicating the opposite character of the surface. can be interpreted in terms of surface physics. Since the electric-field-induced reflectance change in this effect is caused by a change in the electronic situation inside a semiconductor surface, it must, in turn, be possible to draw conclusions on the nature of this electronic situation from the specific type of reflectance response. I t is demonstrated qualitatively how sign and approximate value of the surface potential and other basic parameters of the surface can be determined strictly optically. In most cases the conductance minimum essential in electrical surface measurements for the separation of the contributions from bulk and surface is difficult to reach experimentally ; in the optical technique it is replaced as a reference point by the more central flat-band condition.
The information on which the present model of the semiconductor surface is based was derived mainly DISCT MILLS. -In your experiments, you measure the optical absorption using light under conditions in which the skin depth is comparable to the thickness of the surface barrier. Are the transition energies you measure characteristic of the bulk bands, or are bands shifted relative to each other by the fields near the surface, so you see transition energies characteristic of the surface region, in some sense ?
SERAPHIN. -An answer to this question must consider what is meant by « surface region ». If the extension of the field region of the potential barrier is considered, it must be pointed out that this field can be eliminated by operating in the field-free flat-band condition. The electroreflectance spectra then observed are different only with respect to effects that can be understood from the usual model of the surface potential barrier. There is no indication that the band structure is in any way different in this field-affected surface region.
True band structure effects could be observed in a much thinner region, in which the force constants between the atoms are affected by the close presence of the surface. Following Prof. Maraddudin's arguments presented yesterday, and in agreement with results of photo-emission studies, these perturbations die out a few atomic layers away from the surface. The reflected beam samples the material typically one hundred times as deep, and the results are probably representative for the bulk.
FRIEDEL. -In experiments with an interna1 field Es due to surface pn junctions, as you have described, one explores the interband transitions of a crystal under an electric field ; it differs from the problem in the bulk in two ways : 1) the surface electron (or hole) states are localized and quantized, not continuous states. This is a small from electrical measurements. These measurements imposed restrictions which made available a wealth of information on germanium and silicon, but produced only a few papers on GaAs and very little on the rest of the semiconductors. Qualitative results presented in this paper must be evaluated against the background of these restrictions. In its present state of development and understanding, an analysis of electroreflectance structure with respect to surface parameters can hardly compete with the precise information available from previous methods for germanium and silicon at room temperature. It is concluded, however, that a strictly optical technique holds special promise at low temperatures and for the large number of semiconductors in which difficulties are encountered with existing electrical methods. JSSION effect for the Es considered, leading to negligible broadenings or changes of selection rules.
2) the atomic potentials seen by the electrons should include an atomic polarization contribution. This contains a part varying with wavelengths of the order of interatomic distances, which should change some of the interband selection rules and lift some degeneracies. 1 expect this is the origin of your anisotropy effects. The whole band structure is, strictly speaking, different from that of the bulk crystal, although it can probably be analyzed by a perturbation scheme, starting from the bulk crystal (mixing of Bloch states).
SERAPHIN. -The quantkation of states in the potential channel at the surface is indeed of importance once this channel is very narrow, as in heavily doped semiconductors. For the moderately doped samples of most electroreflectance studies, and for the surface fields usually encountered in these studies, we agree with you that quantization effects are probably negligible.
In answer to the second part of your question, it must be stated that local-field effects (*) have so far not been considered in the interpretation. Your comment is the more valuable as a tentative symmetry analysis of directional experiments shows that field effects on the selection rules must probably be considered in order to explain the experimentally observed anisotropies.
CARWNA. -The lines usually observed in electroreflectance spectra correspond to critical points in the interband spectrum of the unperturbed perfect solid. The perturbing potential changes little within a lattice constant compared with atornic potentials ; part to the shift in space of the origin of energies hence it produces, to first order, only a shift in the (which destroys the energy gap) and to the destruction original energies along its direction. A more detailed of the k selection rule along the field. This small bluncalculation shows that the perturbing field produces ting is what is observed on the electrorefiectance signal a smearing or blunting of the critical point, due in at the critical point.
